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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we design an algorithm for solving linear semi-infinite programming 
problems by using the recently developed primal-dual infeasible-interior-point method for linear pro- 
gramming. The proposed algorithm enjoys the advantages of having "multiple inexactness" and 
"warm start" for computational efficiency. A convergence proof is included. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following linear semi-infinite programming problem (LSIP):  
min h t u, 
n 
s.t. Z ~i(t)ui >_ g(t), 
i=1 
u>_O, 
for all t C T, 
where u = (ul,u2,.. . ,Un) t C •n, h = (hl ,h2,. . . ,hn) t E R n, T is a compact metric space, 7)i, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n, and g are real-valued continuous functions defined on T. 
Its Dual (DLS IP )  has the form: 
max / g(t) dv, 
,1  
T 
s.t. / ~j(t)dv <_ hj, j = 1,2,... ~n~ 
,l 
T 
v E M+(T),  
where M + (T) denotes the space of bounded nonnegative regular Borel measures on T. 
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A classical approach is to reduce either LS IP  or DLS IP  (or both) into a sequence of finite 
linear programs, which can be solved by the simplex or interior point methods. Then prove that 
the limit solution of the resulting sequence is an optimal solution of the original problem [1-6]. 
However, from the computational efficiency point of view, it is not wise to solve each reduced 
finite program completely, since the optimal solution of a particular finite subprogram is seldom 
feasible for the next one in the sequence. Utilizing a current approximate solution to construct 
an initial point for the next finite program becomes an important yet difficult task. Such an issue 
is usually referred to as "warm start" problems. 
Some preliminary results on having a "warm start" have been obtained by Sheu and Wu [6]. 
Subject to certain conditions, they were able to convert a current feasible solution into a feasible 
solution of the next finite program in sequence. Nevertheless, those conditions are restrictive so 
the conversion does not apply to a general LP solver. 
Recently, Kojima et al. [7] proved a convergence result of a primal-dual infeasible-interior- 
point algorithm I IP  for linear programming. They showed that a primal-dual algorithm may 
start from an interior point, not necessarily feasible to either the primal or the dual, while 
terminating in finite steps with an approximate optimal solution whose primal-dual feasibility 
and complementary slackness are within any prescribed precision level. It turns out that this 
very feature of I I P  provides the foundation for us to design an efficient algorithm for solving 
linear semi-infinite programming problems. 
In this paper, we shall review the I IP  method for linear programming in Section 2, propose 
an infeasible interior point algorithm for solving linear semi-infinite programs in Section 3, and 
provide a convergence proof in Section 4. 
2. A PR IMAL-DUAL INFEASIBLE- INTERIOR-POINT  
APPROACH FOR LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
The primal-dual infeasible-interior-point method described here applies to the linear programs 
in standard form: 
(P) min{ctx: Ax = b ,x  >_ 0}, 
and its dual 
(D) max{bty  : A ty  + z = c, z >_ 0}, 
where A is an m x n matrix with full row rank, b E R m, and e c ]R n. 
Let (xq,yq,z q) E R n M R m × R n with xq > O, z q > 0. However, Ax q = b and Aty  q + z q = C 
are not necessarily true. A direction of movement (Ax, Ay, Az) at (zq, yq, zq) is chosen to be the 
unique solution of the following system of equations: 
[ A 0 0 0 A t I Ay  
Z q 0 X q Az  
[ Axq  - b 
=-  ]Atyq+zq-c ]  , 
LxqZqe - ~qe J 
(1) 
where X q = diag(x~,xq, . . . ,xq) ,  zq  = diag(z q,z~, . . . ,zq) ,  e = (1 ,1 , . . . ,1 )  t, and #q = /~1 
( (xq) tzq) /n  with 0 < ~1 < 1. Notice that when (x q ,yq ,z  q) is both primal and dual feasible, 
the direction of movement defined by equation (1) is reduced to the one used in the original 
primal-dual interior point method [8]. 
It can be easily seen that, if a primal step length a q and a dual step length a~ are taken to be 
between 0 and 1, then we have 
Ax q+l - b = A(x  q + @Ax) - b = (1 - aqp)(Ax q - b); 
Aty  q+l + z q+l - c = At (y  q + a~Ay) + (z q + aqdAZ) -- c 
= (1 -- C~qd)(Aty q + z q -- c). 
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If we further have (zqT1)tz q÷l ~_ (1 -- O)(xq)tz q, for some 0 < 0 < 1, then (Ax, Ay, Az) defined 
by equation (1) improves both feasibility and complementary slackness imultaneously. However, 
special care to prevent he generation of a sequence that improves the complementary slackness 
faster than the feasibility needs be taken. Otherwise, we might end up with a solution that has 
achieved the complementary slackness condition but remains infeasible. 
To overcome the difficulty, Kojima et al. [7] focused on a domain 
H= 
xtz 
EN~ xRm xNn Jx >0,  z >0;  xiz i>_ '~ , i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  
n 
xt z > Tv[IAx - b[], or [Ax - b[[ <_ ep; 
> Td[[Aty + z - cH, or HAty + z - cII < ed ~ , xtz 
J 
(2) 
where 0 < ~, < 1 and 3'p, 7d, ep, £d are positive. Note that, in order to maintain the inequalities 
(xq) tz  q > ~/p]lAx q - bl[ and (zq) tz  q > 7dJ[Aty q + z q - cl[ at each iteration, one has to reduce the 
feasibility faster than the complementary slackness. Therefore, if (x q, yq, z q) stays in Af at each 
iteration, then we are safe. Kojima et al. [7] showed that this can be accomplished by selecting 
some appropriate step lengths c~ q and c~. They also showed that such a domain Af is not too 
restrictive, in the sense that c~qp and c~ do not have to be very small to keep the next solution 
staying inAf. As long as the one-norm of (X q, zq), i.e., II(x q, zq)l]l, is bounded, there exists a* > 0, 
independent ofq, such that aqp >_ c~* > 0, a~ > c~* > 0, and (xq÷l)tz q÷l ~ (1-c~*(1 -~2) ) (xq) tz  q, 
for 0 < ~1 </32 < 1, where ~1 is defined in the remark following equation (1). 
Since a fixed amount of reduction on ][Ax - b[[, [[Aty + z - c[[, and xtz  is guaranteed, we will 
either have (xq)tz  q < e, []Ax q - b H < ep, and l[Aty q + z q - cll < ed in a finite number of steps, or 
the procedure terminates abruptly because I]( xq, zq)][1 exceeds a large number w*. In the latter 
case, we conclude that there is no feasible solution in a range S(5, co) where 
S(~,w)={(x ,y ,z ) [~e<x,  ~e<z,  H(x ,z )H l<W},  with 5,co > 0; (3) 
provided that (x° ,y° ,z  °) E S(~,w)  and (w 2 + (x° ) tz° ) / (5 )  < w* [7, Theorem 4.1]. 
An outline of Kojima's algorithm [7] is included below. 
Algorithm ~: 
Input :  (x °, y0, z 0) E R n x ]~m X If{ n, X 0 > 0, Z 0 > 0, 
"/ ~> 0, "~p > 0, '~d > 0, 02* > 0, ep > 0, ~d > 0, £c > 0, and 0 < fll < f12 < 1 such that  
(x° ,y° ,z  °) E N" and H(x°,z°)H1 < w*. 
Step 1: Initialize q := 0. 
Step 2: If (xq) tz  q < ec, HAx q - b][ < %, and [[Aty q + z q - c H < ed, then STOP. Output 
(x q, yq, z q) as an approximate optimal solution. 
Step 3: If [](x q, zq)ll l > w*, then STOP. The problem has no feasible solution in a wide 
range S(~, w) as defined by equation (3). 
Step 4: Set #q = fll (x")%'. Compute (Ax, Ay, Az) at (x q, yq, z q) according to equation (1). 
n 
Step 5: Select step lengths a~, a~, a* > 0 (according to [7]) such that 
(xq+l) t z q+l < (1 - c~*(1 - l~2))(xq)tz q. 
Set q := q + 1. 
G0 T0 Step 2. 
CAI4M 29:8-6 
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3. US ING I IP  METHOD FOR SOLVING L INEAR 
SEMI - INF IN ITE  PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
The basic structure of the proposed algorithm consists of one main loop and an inner loop. 
Each time the outer main loop forms a finite primal-dual subprogram and then passes it to the 
inner loop, where the infeasible-interior-point method is applied• The inner loop determines when 
to quit the IIP method for an approximate solution and return the control to the outer loop, so 
that the resulting solution not only becomes an initial interior point to the next subprogram, but 
also achieves an overall convergence property for the proposed algorithm• 
The design of this proposed algorithm is basically an exchange method [1,2,6] with an IIP 
procedure• However, as we shall see in the following, incorporating the infeasible-interior-point 
procedure into the exchange method is probably one of the best choices which make the transfer 
between the main and inner loops extremely smooth and efficient• 
Given any set of m points T' = {tj • T I J = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, we define two subprograms: 
min htu l ¢fl~(tj)u~ - rj = g(tj), j = l ,2 , . . . ,m;u  >_ O, r = ( r l , r2 , . . . , rm) t  > o , 
i=1 
and 
max g(h)v( td  I ~oj(tdv(h) + sj : hi, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n; 
i=l  
v • DM+(T ' ) , s  = (s l , s2 , . . . , sn )  t >_ 0}, 
where DM + (T') is the space of all nonnegative discrete measures concentrated on T'. 
Casting these two problems in the standard form, we have 
(FLP)  min{ ctx I Ax  = b, x > 0}, 
and 
(FDLP)  max{bty I Aty + z = c, z >_ 0}, 
where 
~l( t ] )  . . .  (.~n ('~ 1 ) - -1  . . .  
A:= : ".. : : ".. 
 o (tm) . . .  o . . .  
b := (g(tl), g ( t2) , . . . ,  g(tm)) t • R m, 
c := (h l ,h2 , . . . ,hn ,0 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  t • R ~+m, 
0] 
- -1  m× (n+m)  
X :~--- ( ? - t l , l t2 , .••  ,un ,T1 ,T2 , . .• ,T rn)  t E R n+rn, 
Z := (81, 82 ,••  • , 8n, Zn+l,  Zn+2,.  • • , Zn+m) t C ~n+rn,  
y := (v(t l ) ,v(t2) ,••.  ,v(tm)) e R m. 
Note that the A matrix has two parts• One is composed of Tj(t i) ,  for j = 1,2, . . .  ,n and 
i = 1,2, . . .  ,m, and the other is a negative identical matrix of dimension m. Hence, if y and z 
are dual feasible for FDLP ,  they are related by the relation y = (zn+l, zn+2, .• . ,  Zn+rn) t. We 
also define em and e,+m to be the vector of all l 's in •m and R "+m, respectively• 
When the proposed algorithm proceeds, it generates a sequence of finite subproblems in FLP  
and FDLP  formats. To ensure the theoretical convergency, we assume that the feasible domain 
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of each finite primal or dual program is uniformly bounded by M, so that there exists an M' 
with [ y'~in__l ~i( t )u i  - g(t)] < M' ,  for any Ilu[I _< M and all t c T. Moreover, we assume that 
Algorithm K is always applicable. Namely, either Algorithm K terminates with an approximate 
solution for FLP  and FDLP ,  or there is no feasible solution that can be found within the machine 
capability. 
The proposed algorithm can be stated as follows. 
Algorithm ,4: 
Input :  A positive integer m °, t l , t2 , . . .  ,tmo C T, M > 0, M'  > 0, e > 0 (the tolerance), 
1 :> O, e 1 > O, 1 ep e c >0,  0<0<1,  x° (>0)  C~ n+m°, z° (>0)  eR  n+m°, yO= 
0 0 Z 0 ~t 
Zn+ I, Zn+ 2 . . . ,  n+m o] • 
Step  1: Set m := m °, T'  := {t l , t2 , . . .  ,tmo}, and k :-- 1. Select ~ to satisfy log_.Q_~ _< e .2M'  
S tep  2: Use T' to form a primal-dual pair of FLP  and FDLP .  
Apply Algorithm K: to solve the primal-dual pair with a solution (x k, yk, z k) such that 
x k > O, z k > O, Ax  k - b _> -ekpem, c _ A tyk  _ z k ~ _eden+m ]vk(t j)  _ Zn+j ~_ 
min{ed k, 1 ~ } ,  for j = 1, 2, . . .  ,m, and (xk ) tz  k < ec k with the following inputs: 
w* : a sufficiently large number (up to machine capability), 
(x o, yO, z o) : the initial point, 
f ek 1 1 ek 
7 = minl<i<n , 7p = min ~ 1 3'4 = min iiA,yO+zO_dl 1 _ _ I lAxO-bll , , , • 
Step  3: Find tm+l =argminteT{¢k( t )  = y'~in=l ~ i ( t )u  k - g(t)} and set rkm+l = Ck(tm+1).  
• If r~+ 1 < --e, GO TO Step 4. (Return to the outer-loop) 
• If (m < r~, ed k _< 2--~M', ec k --< ~) or (m _> rh, ed k _< e, ec k _< ~), then STOP. Output 
( x k, yk z k) as an approximate solution. 
• Otherwise, set 
ek+l (1 O)ep k,p :~ - -  
e~ +1 := (1 -  O)e~, 
ek+l (1 0)ec k,
X 0 :~ XH~ 
yO := yk ,  
Z 0 :~  zk~ 
k :=k+l ,  
GO TO Step 2. (Remain in the inner-loop) 
S tep  4: Set T '  := T '  U {tin+l}. 
• If (s k > 20ed k, for i = 1, 2, . . .  , n, and zn+jk > Oe~, for j = 1, 2, . . . ,  m), set 
^k 
Zn+m+ 1 = 1, if (fli(tm+l) : 0, for all i < i < n. Otherwise, 
£k = min ~ s/k - 20edk "[ 
n+m+l  f 
^k k t ^k si = si - ~i(  m+t)Zn+m+l - Oe k, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  
^k k --0ed k, fo r j= l ,2 ,  .. m. Zn+ j ~ Zn+ j • , 
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• Otherwise, set 
z~+m+l = 1, if ( f l i ( t rn+l )  = 0, for all 1 < i < n. Otherwise, 
~k -min  { 0.5s, }.  
n+m+l  - -  
^k k ^k s~ = s i - ~vi(tm+0z,+m+~, for i = 1,2 , . . . ,n ;  
~+j  = zn+~k ' for j = 1, 2,. .. , m. 
Step 5: Reset 
m:~ 
k := 
GO TO Step 2. 
Observe that: 
(i) 
( I I I )  
(IV) 
k k k k k k ]r~+ll)t e R~+m+l ;  X 0 :~  (U l ,~2~ • . .  ,Un , r l~r2 , .  • .  , r  m,  
^k ^k ^k ~k ^k ^k t ]~n+rn+l ;  
Z 0 :~  (81 ,82~ , • • • Zn+2,  • ~ Zn+rn+l  ) E 8n,  Zn+ 1 ~ • • 
. . .  , ~--_ ~k ht ~;~rn+l; yO := (vk(tl),vk(t2), Vk(tr~),vk(t'~+l) ~+m+lJ 
(~k+l (1 O)epk; p :~- -- 
4 := O-o)d;  
~k+l (1 O)eck; 
m+l ;  
k+l ;  
Algorithm .A has two loops in it. The outer-loop (Steps 1, 4, and 5) is controlled by adding 
a new point tm+l to T' while the inner-loop (Steps 2 and 3) forms a finite primal-dual 
pair and generates an inexact solution (xk,y k, zk). 
k (II) In Step 2, once (x °, y0, z0), £p = (pk, £d = min{e~, 1/(mlog(m))},  and ec = ec are deter- 
mined, other parameters, including 7 > 0, % > 0, 3'd > 0, are selected accordingly to form 
the set Af. One can easily verify that 7, 7p, 74 defined in Step 2 satisfy (x °, yO, z 0) E Af 
and I[(x °, z°)nl < w* where w* is a sufficiently large number• 
The (zk ,y  k, z k) generated by Algorithm K: can actually satisfy I]Ax k -b[I < ekp, I[Atyk+ 
z k -c  u < min{ed k, 1/(mlog(m))},  and (xk)tz k < ek. However, we only need a weaker esult 
by replacing I[Az k-bll < ekp with Axk-b  >_ -¢kpem (the primal feasibility), ]]Atyk + zk-cl l  < 
min{ed k, 1/(mlog(m))} with c - Aty k - z k >_ -e~en+m (the dual feasibility) as well as 
[v k (t j) -zkn+jl < min{e~, 1/(m log(m))}, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. The latter part together with 
(xk)tz k < ec k imply the semi-infinite complementary slackness conditions. This will be 
shown in the convergence proof. 
Once (x k, yk  z k) is obtained in Step 2, we check to see if a new point tm+l is needed. Since 
T is compact and ~(t) ,  g(t) are continuous on T, the minimizer tm+l of ck(t) falls in T. 
Note that when rm+k 1 = Ck(tm+l) -- > --e, the primal inexact solution x k is an approximate 
feasible solution to LSIP.  ~rthermore, if it happens that c - Aty k - z k > --ekden+m > 
- (e ) / (2~M' )en+m >_ -een+m and the complementary slackness conditions: 
"either (edk < _ e  k<2)  (~ k<2)  - 2(nM" ec - or e _< e,% _ depending upon m" 
are satisfied, then we can identify (x k, yk, z k) as an approximate solution to both LS IP  
and DLSIP .  By letting e tend to zero, we can see that {(x k, yk, zk}) has a convergence 
subsequence whose limit is an optimal solution to LS IP  and DLSIP .  
(V) When we moved to Step 5, a new point tm+l has been added to T' and the constraint 
matrix becomes 
[ ~l(t,)  ... ~n(tl)  -1  0 .. .  0 0 ] 
] • • ' .  • ' ' ' ' •  ' 0 "4 :~--- / ( i l l ( t in )  " '•  ~n(tm)  0 0 . . .  - -1  2 ' (4)  
L~Ol(tm+l) ... 9n(tm+l) 0 0 .. .  0 1 
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To provide a convergence proof for Algorithm A, the following two proposit ions are required. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The point (x °, yO, z o) provided by Step 3 or Step 5 is a yMid input for applying 
Algorithm ]C to the subproblems FLP  and FDLP  formed by T '  = {tl, t2 , . . . ,  tm+l} in Step 2. 
PROOF. If (x° ,y  °, z °) is provided by Step 3, since no additional point was added to T', the 
subproblem remains unchanged for the next iteration. It follows that  (x °, y0, z o) := (x k, yk, z k) is 
automat ical ly  a valid input to the next subproblem, because the subproblem remains unchanged. 
On the other hand, if (x °, yO z 0) is provided by Step 5, we have to check the posit ivity of x ° 
and z °. Since x ° is formed by x k with one more component Ir~+iI ,  it is strictly positive. Now, 
we check z ° > 0. 
• If s~ > 20ed k, for 1 < i < n, and zk+j > 0ed k, for j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m:  
Since 5kn+ j = zn+jk _ oek Zn+j^ k is positive, for j = 1, 2, .. . , m. 
For ~i( tm+l)  > 0, then 
^k k ^k 
si  = si  ~i(tm+l -0e~ -- )Zn+m+ 1 
s~ - 20¢, 04  = 04  > o, 
because zn+m+ l^k  = mini{(s/k - 20e~)/(l~i(tm+DD} < (s k - 20e~)/(qoi(tm+l), when 
q&(tm+l) > 0. 
^k k _ 0e~ > 0e~ > 0. For ~i(tm+D = 0, then s i = s~ 
For qoi(tm+l) < 0, then 
^k k t ^k S i = 8 i -- ggi( ra+l )Zn+m+l  -- Oe k 
k k k . . si -- 20ed > s~ - ~{t~+~) (g j~)  od = od > 0, 
because ^ k Zn+m+ 1 > 0, but (ski - 20ek)(qoi(tm+l)) < O. 
• Otherwise, 
^k 
zn+,~+l = mini{(O.5s~)/(]qoi(tm+l)D]~i(t,~+l) ¢ 0}. If qoi(tm+l) > O, gk i = sk i -  ~oi(tm+l) 
^k 0.5S~ 0. Moreover, when ~i(tm+l)  _< 0, s i Zn+m+ 1 ~ ~ ^k is automatical ly  positive, l 
k 2eel, for 1 < and Zkn+j > Oekd, [or 1 < j < m, then (x °, yO, z o) PROPOSIT ION 3.2. I fs~ > i < n, _ _ 
generated by Step 5 satis~es c -  (~)tyO _ z o > k+l --ed =~+m+l with ZI being defined by equation (4). 
PROOF. For the first n rows of c -  ~tyO _ z 0, i.e., j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  we have 
m 
hj - E~y( t i )vk ( t i )  - ~j(tm+l)Zn+m+ _ Sj^ k 
i=1 
m 
= h j  -- E g)J (ti)vk(ti) ^k k ^k Oekd -- qoj(tm+DZ~+m+l -- Sj + ~j(tm+l)Zn+m+ 1  
i=1 
m 
k 0ed k = hj - ~y( t i )vk ( t i )  - Sy + 
i=1 
-> -4  + 04 = -~+1 
On the other hand, for the last m + 1 rows, we have, for j = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m,  
o + v%)  - zn+j^ k = v~(ts) - zn+j~ + Oe~ -> -d  + Od = -Oe ~+1~ , 
and 
vk( tm+l )  ^k = 0 > --ed k+l  
- -  Zn+m+ 1 - -  
In practice, 0 and 0e~ are relatively small numbers. Hence, Proposit ion 3.2 indicates that  as 
long as z k is not too close to 0, a nice initial point (y0, z 0) can be computed so that  it automatical ly  
satisfies the dual-feasibil ity criterion of the inner loop at the (k + 1) th iteration. 
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4. CONVERGENCE 
Note that at each iteration of Algorithm `4, if the point generated by the subproblem is 
not primal feasible, we add a point with most violation. Otherwise, we keep solving the same 
k is obtained. This point may subproblem until a new point satisfying with smaller Cp k, ed k and ec 
or may not satisfy the primal feasibility, but either case brings us back to the previous ituation 
depending upon what actually took place. 
k Since ep k, e~, and e c are gradually reduced at each iteration, Algorithm A will eventually 
terminate with an approximate solution. However, in the limiting case, there are two possible 
outcomes. One is that after a finite number of iterations, we no longer have to add any more point 
to T' .  Remember that this occurs while the primal feasibility for LS IP  is always maintained. 
The other possibility is that Algorithm .4 adds infinitely many new t's. In the first case, the semi- 
infinite program is reduced to a finite primal-dual linear programming problem and no further 
convergence proof is needed. In the second case, we need a convergence proof. 
Remembering that the primal and dual feasible domains of each finite subproblem are assumed 
to be bounded by a positive constant M and Algorithm ]C never stops at Step 3 for each finite 
subprogram, we now prove the convergence r sult. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  Algorithm .4 generates infinitely many t's in T', then there is a convergent 
subsequence converging to the primal and dual optimal solutions of LS IP  and DLSIP .  
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that one point is added at each iteration. 
Let us re-index these points generated from the inner loop by a sequence {(xk ,y  k ,zk)} with 
Ax k - b >_ -evkem, c - Aty k - z k >_ -e~e,+m, [vk(tj) - z~+j] <_ min{ed k, 1/ (mlog(m))} ,  for 
j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m, (xk)~z k < e k, x k > 0, z k > 0. Notice that in this case, m = m ° + k -  1. It follows 
that, for each fixed k and j = 1 , . . . ,m° , . . . ,m ° + k -  1, we have 
n 
k k (Ax k - b)j = ~-~. Fi(t j)u~ - rj - g(tj) >_ -~p. 
i=1 
In other words, 
n 
k k> k 
i-~ l 
for j = 1 , . . . ,m ° +k-  1. 
Since each u k is contained in the feasible domain of the first subproblem, which is assumed to be 
bounded and obviously closed, we can find a subsequence {u k' } C {u k } so that {u k' } converges 
to a limit u* E R n with u* > 0. Consequently, if we define a continuous function ~b* (t) by 
¢*(t) = ~ ~i(t)u~ - ~(t), 
i=1 
it becomes the uniform limit of {~k'}, or simply ~b*(t) = limk,__.~¢k'(t) in sup norm. Since 
k' . . .  m 0 k' ~bk'(tj) > -ep ,  for j = 1, . . .  ,m °, , + k - 1 and -ep increases to zero, we conclude that, 
in the limit, 
~*(tj)  >_ 0, fo r j  -- 1,2,3 . . . . .  (5) 
On the other hand, let m'  = m ° + k' - 1 and t- be the minimizer of ¢*(t) over the compact metric 
space T. By the definition of tm,+l, 
It follows that 
~)k ' ( t rn ,+ l  ) = min ~oi(t)u ' - g(t . 
tET  
~k'(t-) > Ck'(t.~,+l) = ~k'(t.~o+k,), for all k'. 
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Moreover, since T is compact, there is a convergent subsequence {tmo+k,,} of {tmo+k,}, which 
converges to a limit t* • T. Consequently, in terms of the convergent subsequence, we have 
• k It u* = hmk, , -~  u , ¢*(t) - l imk,,_~ Ck"(t) and 
k It  
ck"(t-) > ¢ (tmO+k,,), for all k". (6) 
Taking the limit on both sides of equation (6), we get 
lira Ck"(t-) = ¢*(t-) __ ¢*(t*) = lim Ck"(tmo+k,, ). (7) 
However, E is the minimizer of ¢*(t) over T, this makes equation (7) an equality. Finally, due to 
equation (5), ¢*(tmo+k,,) >_ O. By the continuity of ¢*(t), we have ¢*(t*) _> 0. Consequently, 
~b*(t) _> ¢*(t-) = ¢*(t*) > O, Vt • T. (8) 
This proves the feasibility of u*. 
We now show the convergence on the dual side. Let us first set m" -- m ° + k" - 1. Notice 
V kll that yk" (vk't(t l ) ,vkl ' ( t2) , . . . ,vkt l (tm,,))  can be viewed as a discrete (Borel) measure
= . . - -  Z k"  concentrated on T' {tl, t2, . . ,  tin,, } at iteration k" Then, from the fact that c -Aty  k'' > 
kt  t 
-~  e~+m,,, we have, for i = 1 ,2 . . . ,n ,  
m It # 
k"  ] k "  k"  h i - -E~i ( t j )vk" ( t j ) - - s j  =h i -  ~i(t) dv k ' ' - s j  >_-e d . 
JT j= l  
(9) 
The boundedness a sumption on the dual feasible domain makes each v k'' be of bounded variation. 
Consequently, there exists a subsequence {v k''' } of {v k'' } such that {v k''' } converges weakly to 
v* e M+(T) .  Hence, equation (9) becomes 
T ' "  k ' "  k ' "  k ' "  h i -  99i(t) dv k > sj -e~ >-e~ . 
By the weak convergence of {v k''' } to v* and the convergence of --ed k''' to zero, the dual feasibility 
of v* follows as we pass by the limit to get hi - fT~i ( t )dv*  > O, for i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. We define 
s~ = hi - fT ~i(t) dv*. 
For the complementary slackness condition, we have 
tit 
n m 
Ek'l'k'llE  ...... k'" O< uj sj + r z~+j > e c , 
j= l  j= l  
where m"' = m ° + k m - 1. On the other hand, we also have 
In particular, 
v k''' k'" f k'" 1 } 
(tj) -- zn+ j <mince  d ,m, , log(m, , )  ' 
m tt~ k t t t  
rj 
Z.~ m"' log(re"') j= l  
for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  rn m. 
m" m It' k lit 
k,,,k,,, Z ...... k i , ,E  r, < uj sj + r k v k ( t j )<% + m"'log(m'")" 
j=l j=l j=l 
(10) 
M ! 
log(re'") ' 
M! 
n m lit 
_ _  E k,,, k,,, . . . . . .  k,,, log(m"') < uj sj + r v k (tj) <_e c + - -  
j=l  j= l  
k,,, = ck,,,(tj) = ~-].in=l ~ i ( t j )u~" - -g ( t j )  are uniformly bounded By our assumption, {u kin} and rj 
by M and M ~, respectively. Hence, equation (10) becomes 
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or equivalently, 
M'  
log(m ttt) 
. . . . . .  , , ,  
< uj sj + t) dv k <_% + - -  
j= l  
M' 
log(re"')" 
(II) 
Letting k ttt ~ oo, we have m m ~ oo and 
n 
~;~;  + f~ ¢*(t) dv" =0 
j= l  
(12) 
Since uS, s~, ¢*(t), and v* are all nonnegative, quation (12) implies that 
uj s, 
j= l  
(13) 
and 
However, for any primal-dual feasible pair 
¢* (t) dv* = O. 
(u, v), we have the following inequalities: 
(14) 
n 
mu > h~u + £ b(t) - ~ ~(t)~] dv (15) 
i=1  
?2 
J=l 
> fr g(t) d., (17) 
which is a version of weak duality theorem in the semi-infinite linear programming case. Since 
equation (14) turns equation (15) into equality, and equation (13) makes equation (17) equal, u* 
must attain the minimum primal objective value, while v* achieves the maximum dual objective 
one. This completes the proof. | 
In contrast o Theorem 4.1, we assume Algorithm ~4 never visits Step 4 and Step 5 again after 
some iteration k with m points in T'. A prerequisite to make this happen is that each u k > 0 
has to satisfy Ck(t) = ~,~1 ~o~(t)u~ - 9(t) >_ -e  for all t e T, k >_ k. Therefore, when e tends to 
zero, any limit point u* E R n of {u k} will result in u* >_ 0 and ¢*(t) Y~-i=l ~(  )u~ - g(t) >_ 0 
for all t E T, which is equation (8). 
To obtain the dual feasibility, note that equation (9) can be applied here with m" = m ° + 
k" - 1 being replaced by m" = m. This reflects that the discrete (Borel) measures {v k'' } axe 
now concentrated on a fixed set T' = {tl ,t2,. . . , trn}, so the limiting procedure on the refined 
equation (9) is actually taken in N m, rather than in the weak topology. 
Finally, in the complementary slackness part, we have two cases depending on m. If m < rh, 
the algorithm terminates when ea k <_ e/(2rhM') and ec k <_ e/2. In this case, 
ek 1 k k k k+min  ed k, ,o_/rn ~ --min d, mlog(m ) r, < u j s ,+Er~vk( t j )<_ec  Er~.  (18) 
j=l j=l j----1 
As previously assumed, r k is bounded by M', hence, we have 
n m 
e k + e~M'  _< e. 
3:1  ,=1  
(19) 
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k _< e/2, equation (18) becomes On the other hand, if rn _> rh and ed k <_ e, %
17 
k 
rnlo~rrn~ rj < ?.tjSj q- r jv  (t j)  <_ e c q- 
j= l  j= l  j= l  
m 
1 k 
rn log(rn) E r j ,  
j= l  
o r  
M'  ~ @ M'  e M '  
_ _  2- - ,  k - -  < + - -  _< e. (20)  2e _< log(m) < J='E u~s~ + J=' r )vk ( t J )  <- % + log(m) - 2 log(<) 
Let e tend to zero for equations (19) and (20), the complementary slackness conditions are then 
achieved. Note that the complementary slackness conditions are controlled by e k e k and rn. c ,  d ,  
Since rn could be small or large, we cannot reduce rnM'  in equation (18) solely by rn or ed k alone. 
Therefore, we need r~ as a reference point. This problem did not occur in Theorem 4.1 where rn 
is assumed to go to infinity. 
In the convergence proof, we have also shown that an e-optimal solution can be obtained in 
finite steps when the stopping criteria are met. By an e-optimal solution (u k, v k) with u k _> 0 
and v k c M + (T) ,  we mean that 
-~qoi(t)u~ - g(t) >_ -e ,  for t E T; (21) 
i=1  
hi - I T  qoi(t) dv k >_ -e ,  for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  (22) 
~~=lUk [hi--IT ~i(t) dvk]-I-IT [ ~i(t)u~-g(t)i=l dvk ~ ~" 
More specifically, equations (22) and (23) are guaranteed by equations (9), (11), (19), and (20), 
while equation (21) is eventually true in case of Theorem 4.1, since equations (5)-(8) assure that 
n there exists a limit point u* >_ 0 satisfying ¢*(t) = }-~-i=1 ~i(t)u~ - g(t) >_ 0, for all t E T. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(i) We have proposed a primal-dual infeasible-interior-point algorithm for solving linear semi- 
infinite programming problems. Using the infeasible-interior-point method to provide a 
"warm start" for each finite subprogram turns out to be very computationally efficient. 
To be more specific, when a new point tm+l is selected to form a new finite subprob- 
lem, Proposition 3.1 quickly transfers the current solution (x k, yk  z k) into a valid input 
(x 0, y0 z 0) that can be put in use immediately. Other methods [2,8] usually requires the 
application of the Phase-I or Big-M method for a "cold start." 
(ii) From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that the quantity 
- zn+j l  <_min edk' rnlog(rn) ' fo r j  = 1 ,2 , . . . , rn  
is used to assure the closing of duality gaps. In the case of Proposition 3.2, the initial 
solution (y0 z 0) of the (k + 1) th iteration is shown to satisfy the dual feasibility criterion 
k+l  c - (7t)ty ° - z ° >_ -e  a e,.+m+l. In fact, we also have 
{ 1} 
ivk(t j )  _ -k k 0edk[ < min dk rnlog(rn) Z~+j[ <_ ]vk(t j)  + e + Oe~ -- Zn+ j -- , 
for j = 1,2 . . . .  , rn. 
2g:8-C 
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When m is large, the values of 1/ (mlog(m))  and 1 / ( (m + 1) log(m + 1)) are very close to 
each other. If/ged k is also small, we can expect (y0, z 0) to be an init ial point that  nearly 
satisfies ]vk+l(t j )  -- _k+l < min{Qk+l, 1 / ( (m + 1) log(m + 1))}, for j = 1, 2, m, while ~nq-j . . . .  
~k+l for j = m + 1, vk( t j )  -- z,~+j^k = 0 automat ica l ly  satisfies the inequal ity tvk+l ( t j )  - ~n+jl - < 
min{e~ +1, 1 / ( (m + 1) log(m + 1))}. 
k could signif icantly speed up the (iii) The "mult iple- inexactness" control led by c~, Cd k, and % 
computat iona l  process. When these parameters  are large, the corresponding subproblems 
k Cd k ,and  k results are solved loosely. Only at the end of the process, a t ight value of cp, % 
in an exact solution. Other path-fol lowing algor ithms [2,6,8], including the weighted- 
k = ~d k = 0 and only allows e~ to vary. Hence, the centers version, usually requires ep 
proposed algor i thm is more flexible and efficient. We also replace the two-side inequalit ies 
k and I IAty k + z k -c l l  < min{cd k, 1/ (m log(m))} with the one-side restr ict ions I IAx k -b l l  <_ % 
Ax  k -  b >_ --£kpem, C -  A ty  k -  z k >_ --£kenq-m and I vk ( t j ) -  Zkn+jl < min{cd k, 1/ (m log(m))}. 
In this way, the computat ional  efficiency is further enhanced. 
(iv) Combining the potent ial  advantages of having "warm starts" and "mult iple inexactness," 
the proposed algor i thm appears to be at least a viable method for solving l inear semi- 
infinite programming problems. 
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